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Between Political Leaders And The Public Lexington Studies In Political
Communication
This edited collection examines the changing faces of political communication in contemporary democracy. Based on comparative
investigations of recent trends in the Netherlands and Great Britain, the essays provide fresh insights and new empirical evidence
into the public representation of media-centred politics.
Tracing local trajectories of conflict, Mazur explains how the Syrian uprising became a civil war fought largely along ethnic lines.
From her perspective as both participant and observer, Barbara Epstein examines the nonviolent direct action movement which,
inspired by the civil rights movement, flourished in the United States from the mid-seventies to the mid-eighties. Disenchanted with
the politics of both the mainstream and the organized left, and deeply committed to forging communities based on shared values,
activists in this movement developed a fresh, philosophy and style of politics that shaped the thinking of a new generation of
activists. Driven by a vision of an ecologically balanced, nonviolent, egalitarian society, they engaged in political action through
affinity groups, made decisions by consensus, and practiced mass civil disobedience. The nonviolent direct action movement
galvanized originally in opposition to nuclear power, with the Clamshell Alliance in New England and then the Abalone Alliance in
California leading the way. Its influence soon spread to other activist movements—for peace, non-intervention, ecological
preservation, feminism, and gay and lesbian rights. Epstein joined the San Francisco Bay Area's Livermore Action Group to
protest the arms race and found herself in jail along with a thousand other activists for blocking the road in front of the Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory. She argues that to gain a real understanding of the direct action movement it is necessary to view it from
the inside. For with its aim to base society as a whole on principles of egalitarianism and nonviolence, the movement sought to
turn political protest into cultural revolution.
The former Google executive and political activist tells the story of the Egyptian revolution he helped ignite through the power of
social media. In the summer of 2010, thirty-year-old Google executive Wael Ghonim anonymously launched a Facebook page to
protest the death of an Egyptian man at the hands of security forces. The page’s following expanded quickly and moved from
online protests to a nonconfrontational movement. On January 25, 2011, Tahrir Square resounded with calls for change. Yet just
as the revolution began in earnest, Ghonim was captured and held for twelve days of brutal interrogation. After he was released,
he gave a tearful speech on national television, and the protests grew more intense. Four days later, the president of Egypt was
gone. In this riveting story, Ghonim takes us inside the movement and shares the keys to unleashing the power of crowds in the
age of social networking. “A gripping chronicle of how a fear-frozen society finally topples its oppressors with the help of social
media.” —San Francisco Chronicle “Revolution 2.0 excels in chronicling the roiling tension in the months before the uprising, the
careful organization required and the momentum it unleashed.” —NPR.org
Hungry for Revolution tells the story of how struggles over food fueled the rise and fall of Chile's Popular Unity coalition and one of
Latin America's most expansive social welfare states. Reconstructing ties among workers, consumers, scientists, and the state,
Joshua Frens-String explores how Chileans across generations sought to center food security as a right of citizenship. In so doing,
he deftly untangles the relationship between two of twentieth-century Chile's most significant political and economic processes: the
fight of an emergent urban working class to gain reliable access to nutrient-rich foodstuffs and the state's efforts to modernize its
underproducing agricultural countryside.
The protests unleashed by Iran's disputed presidential election in June 2009 brought the Islamic Republic's vigorous cyber culture
to the world's attention. Iran has an estimated 700,000 bloggers, and new media such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube were
thought to have played a key role in spreading news of the protests. The internet is often celebrated as an agent of social change
in countries like Iran, but most literature on the subject has struggled to grasp what this new phenomenon actually means. How is
it different from print culture? Is it really a new public sphere? Will the Iranian blogosphere create a culture of dissidence, which
eventually overpowers the Islamist regime? In this groundbreaking work, the authors give a flavour of contemporary internet
culture in Iran and analyse how this new form of communication is affecting the social and political life of the country. Although
they warn against stereotyping bloggers as dissidents, they argue that the internet is changing things in ways which neither the
government nor the democracy movement could have anticipated. "Blogistan" offers both a new reading of Iranian politics and a
new conceptual framework for understanding the politics of the internet, with implications for the wider Middle East, China and
beyond.
"The first comprehensive study on how Twitter is used politcally. Surveys and in-depth interviews with politcal Twitters users
answer quetions about how Twitter is used, its efficacy, and whether it is suitable for the political arena. Parmelee and Bichard
further explore Twitter in terms of uses and gratifications, word-of-mouth communication, selective exposure, innovation
characteristics, and the continuity-discontinuity framework. Content analysis and frame analysis illustrate how political leaders'
tweets frame their policies and personalities."-This is a novel, transnational exploration of the major Chinese intellectual debates on radicalism in history, culture, and politics
after 1989.
For decades, political observers and pundits have characterized the Islamic Republic of Iran as an ideologically rigid state on the
verge of collapse, exclusively connected to a narrow social base. In A Social Revolution, Kevan Harris convincingly demonstrates
how they are wrong. Previous studies ignore the forceful consequences of three decades of social change following the 1979
revolution. Today, more people in the country are connected to welfare and social policy institutions than to any other form of state
organization. In fact, much of Iran’s current political turbulence is the result of the success of these social welfare programs, which
have created newly educated and mobilized social classes advocating for change. Based on extensive fieldwork conducted in Iran
between 2006 and 2011, Harris shows how the revolutionary regime endured though the expansion of health, education, and aid
programs that have both embedded the state in everyday life and empowered its challengers. This first serious book on the social
policies of the Islamic Republic of Iran opens a new line of inquiry into the study of welfare states in countries where they are often
overlooked or ignored.
Adapted for young readers from "Our Revolution: A Future to Believe In, " this inspiring teen guide to engaging with and shaping
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the world is from political revolutionary and cultural icon Senator Sanders. Illustrations.
This book illustrates the connection between theories of communication and the mediums through which President Trump
communicates. Drawing on a range of theoretical and empirical perspectives, it examines several implications of President
Trump's influence on the social sphere, economies, government relations, and the communications profession.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of Iran's political economy since the 1979 revolution and examines the country's
energy sector.
How social media and DIY communities have enabled new forms of political participation that emphasize doing and making rather
than passive consumption. Today, DIY—do-it-yourself—describes more than self-taught carpentry. Social media enables DIY
citizens to organize and protest in new ways (as in Egypt's “Twitter revolution” of 2011) and to repurpose corporate content (or
create new user-generated content) in order to offer political counternarratives. This book examines the usefulness and limits of
DIY citizenship, exploring the diverse forms of political participation and “critical making” that have emerged in recent years. The
authors and artists in this collection describe DIY citizens whose activities range from activist fan blogging and video production to
knitting and the creation of community gardens. Contributors examine DIY activism, describing new modes of civic engagement
that include Harry Potter fan activism and the activities of the Yes Men. They consider DIY making in learning, culture, hacking,
and the arts, including do-it-yourself media production and collaborative documentary making. They discuss DIY and design and
how citizens can unlock the black box of technological infrastructures to engage and innovate open and participatory critical
making. And they explore DIY and media, describing activists' efforts to remake and reimagine media and the public sphere. As
these chapters make clear, DIY is characterized by its emphasis on “doing” and making rather than passive consumption. DIY
citizens assume active roles as interventionists, makers, hackers, modders, and tinkerers, in pursuit of new forms of engaged and
participatory democracy. Contributors Mike Ananny, Chris Atton, Alexandra Bal, Megan Boler, Catherine Burwell, Red Chidgey,
Andrew Clement, Negin Dahya, Suzanne de Castell, Carl DiSalvo, Kevin Driscoll, Christina Dunbar-Hester, Joseph Ferenbok,
Stephanie Fisher, Miki Foster, Stephen Gilbert, Henry Jenkins, Jennifer Jenson, Yasmin B. Kafai, Ann Light, Steve Mann, Joel
McKim, Brenda McPhail, Owen McSwiney, Joshua McVeigh-Schultz, Graham Meikle, Emily Rose Michaud, Kate Milberry, Michael
Murphy, Jason Nolan, Kate Orton-Johnson, Kylie A. Peppler, David J. Phillips, Karen Pollock, Matt Ratto, Ian Reilly, Rosa
Reitsamer, Mandy Rose, Daniela K. Rosner, Yukari Seko, Karen Louise Smith, Lana Swartz, Alex Tichine, Jennette Weber, Elke
Zobl
Now more than ever, we need to understand social media - the good as well as the bad. We need critical knowledge that helps us
to navigate the controversies and contradictions of this complex digital media landscape. Only then can we make informed
judgements about what's happening in our media world, and why. Showing the reader how to ask the right kinds of questions
about social media, Christian Fuchs takes us on a journey across social media, delving deep into case studies on Google,
Facebook, Twitter, WikiLeaks and Wikipedia. The result lays bare the structures and power relations at the heart of our media
landscape. This book is the essential, critical guide for all students of media studies and sociology. Readers will never look at
social media the same way again.
This kaleidoscopic portrait of an unprecedented time brings together some of our most treasured writers today—Edwidge Danticat,
Layli Long Soldier, Monica Youn, Julia Alvarez, Reginald Dwayne Betts, Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor—to give voice to the
unthinkable grief and hopeful possibilities born in an era of revolution and change. “A maelstrom of grief, anger, fear and
confusion, with glimmers of gratitude and hope: a comprehensive emotional document of a moment.”—New York Times Book
Review Now is an extraordinary time. Across the country, people are losing their loved ones, their livelihoods, their homes, and
even their own lives to COVID-19. Despite the pandemic, countless protests erupted this summer over the recurring loss of Black
lives. Reverberations of shock and outrage remain with us all. There's a Revolution Outside, My Love captures and articulates all
of these roiling sentiments unleashed by a profound national reckoning. Drawing its title from a powerful letter to her son by Kirsten
West Savali, the book fans out from there, offering a rich and intimate view of the change we underwent. Composed of searing
letters, essays, poems, reflections, and screeds, There's a Revolution Outside, My Love highlights the work of some of our most
powerful and insightful writers who hail from across a range of backgrounds and from almost all fifty states. Among them, these
writers have brought home four Pulitzers, two National Book Awards, a fistful of Whitings, and numerous citations in best American
poetry, short story, and essay compilations. They are noisy with beauty, and their pieces ring louder and clearer than ever before.
Galvanizing and lyrical, this is a deeply profound anthology of writing filled with pain and beauty, warmth and intimacy. A
remarkable feat of empathy, There's a Revolution Outside, My Love offers solace in a time of swirling protest, change, and
violence—reminding us of the human scale of the upheaval, and providing hope for a kinder future.
In this counterintuitive study of digital democracy, Jen Schradie shows how the web has become another weapon in the arsenal of
the powerful, and a potent weapon for conservative activists. Rather than leveling the playing field, the internet has tilted it in favor
of the Right, where only the most sophisticated and well-funded players can compete.
Across the US, cities and metropolitan areas are facing huge economic and competitive challenges that Washington won't, or
can't, solve. The good news is that networks of metropolitan leaders – mayors, business and labor leaders, educators, and
philanthropists – are stepping up and powering the nation forward. These state and local leaders are doing the hard work to grow
more jobs and make their communities more prosperous, and they're investing in infrastructure, making manufacturing a priority,
and equipping workers with the skills they need. In The Metropolitan Revolution, Bruce Katz and Jennifer Bradley highlight
success stories and the people behind them. · New York City: Efforts are under way to diversify the city's vast economy · Portland:
Is selling the "sustainability" solutions it has perfected to other cities around the world · Northeast Ohio: Groups are using industrialage skills to invent new twenty-first-century materials, tools, and processes · Houston: Modern settlement house helps immigrants
climb the employment ladder · Miami: Innovators are forging strong ties with Brazil and other nations · Denver and Los Angeles:
Leaders are breaking political barriers and building world-class metropolises · Boston and Detroit: Innovation districts are hatching
ideas to power these economies for the next century The lessons in this book can help other cities meet their challenges. Change
is happening, and every community in the country can benefit. Change happens where we live, and if leaders won't do it, citizens
should demand it. The Metropolitan Revolution was the 2013 Foreword Reviews Bronze winner for Political Science.
Revolution Is for the Children: The Politics of Childhood in Havana and Miami, 1959-1962
"Evgeny Morozov offers a rare note of wisdom and common sense, on an issue overwhelmed by digital utopians."--Malcolm
Gladwell
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Teen Vogue award-winning columnist Lauren Duca shares a “fun, pithy, and intelligent” (Booklist) guide for challenging the status
quo in a much-needed reminder that young people are the ones who will change the world. Journalist Lauren Duca has become
an exciting and authoritative voice on the experience of millennials in today’s society. Dan Rather agrees, saying “we need fresh,
intelligent, and creative voices—like Lauren’s—now as much—perhaps more—than ever before.” Now, she explores the post-Trump
political awakening and lays the groundwork for a re-democratizing moment as it might be built out of the untapped potential of
young people. Duca investigates and explains the issues at the root of our ailing political system and reimagines what an equitable
democracy would look like. It begins with young people getting involved. This includes people like Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, the
youngest woman ever to be elected to Congress; David and Lauren Hogg, two survivors of the Parkland, Florida shooting who
went on to become advocates for gun control; Amanda Litman, who founded the nonprofit organization Run for Something, to
assist progressive young people in down ballot elections; and many more. Called “the millennial feminist warrior queen of social
media” by Ariel Levy and “a national newsmaker” by The New York Times, Duca combines extensive research and first-person
reporting to track her generation’s shift from political alienation to political participation. Throughout, she also drays on her own
story as a young woman catapulted to the front lines of the political conversation (all while figuring out how to deal with her Trumpsupporting parents).
Politics and the Twitter RevolutionHow Tweets Influence the Relationship Between Political Leaders and the PublicLexington
Books
The Twitter posts of the activists who brought heady days of revolution to Egypt in early 2011, paint a picture of an uprising in real
time. This book brings together a selection of key tweets in a compelling, fastpaced narrative, allowing the story to be told directly
by the people who made the revoltution.
This book is a comprehensive overview and analysis of the Palestinians' travail as they move from revolutionary movement to
state. Barry Rubin outlines the difficulties in the transition now under way arising from Palestinian history, society, and diplomatic
agreements. He writes about the search for a national identity, the choice of an economic system, and the structure of
government. Rubin finds the political system interestingly distinctive--it appears to be a pluralist dictatorship. There are free
elections, multiple parties, and some latitude in civil liberties. Yet there is a relatively unrestrained chief executive and arbitrariness
in applying the law because of restraints on freedom. The new ruling elite is a complex mixture of veteran revolutionaries, heirs to
large and wealthy families, professional soldiers, technocrats, and Islamic clerics. Beyond explaining how the executive and
legislative branches work, Rubin factors in the role of public opinion in the peace process, the place of nongovernmental
institutions, opposition movements, and the Palestinian Authority's foreign relations--including Palestinian views and interactions
with the Arab world, Israel, and the United States. This book is drawn from documents in Arabic, Hebrew, and English, as well as
interviews and direct observations. Rubin finds that, overall, the positive aspects of the Palestinian Authority outweigh the
negative, and he foresees the establishment of a Palestinian state. His charting of the triumphs and difficulties of this state-in-themaking helps predict and explain future dramatic developments in the Middle East.
Politics and the Twitter Revolution: How Tweets Influence the Relationship between Political Leaders and the Public, by John H.
Parmelee and Shannon L. Bichard, is the first comprehensive examination of how Twitter is used politically. Surveys and in-depth
interviews with political Twitter users answer several important questions, including: Who follows the political leaders on Twitter,
and why? How persuasive are political tweets? Is political Twitter use good for democracy? These and other questions are
answered from theoretical perspectives, such as uses and gratifications, word-of-mouth communication, selective exposure,
innovation characteristics, and the continuity-discontinuity framework. In addition, content analysis and frame analysis illustrate
how political leaders' tweets frame their policies and personalities. The findings in Politics and the Twitter Revolution show Twitter
to be surprisingly influential on political discourse. Twitter has caused major changes in how people engage politically. Followers
regularly take actions that are requested in leaders' tweets, and, in many cases, leaders' tweets shape followers' political views
more than friends and family. Other findings raise concerns. For some, Twitter use contributes to political polarization, and there is
frequently a disconnect between what followers expect from leaders on Twitter and what those leaders are giving them.
This study of the Russian internet explores how, when, and why the internet challenges leaders in non-free states. Using an
analysis of content, community, catalysts, control, and co-optation, Revolution Stalled moves beyond 'virtual' politics to show how
the internet can threaten and defy information hegemony and re-shape societies.
Elizabeth B. Schwall aligns culture and politics by focusing on an art form that became a darling of the Cuban revolution: dance. In
this history of staged performance in ballet, modern dance, and folkloric dance, Schwall analyzes how and why dance artists
interacted with republican and, later, revolutionary politics. Drawing on written and visual archives, including intriguing exchanges
between dancers and bureaucrats, Schwall argues that Cubans dancers used their bodies and ephemeral, nonverbal
choreography to support and critique political regimes and cultural biases. As esteemed artists, Cuban dancers exercised
considerable power and influence. They often used their art to posit more radical notions of social justice than political leaders
were able or willing to implement. After 1959, while generally promoting revolutionary projects like mass education and
internationalist solidarity, they also took risks by challenging racial prejudice, gender norms, and censorship, all of which could
affect dancers personally. On a broader level, Schwall shows that dance, too often overlooked in histories of Latin America and the
Caribbean, provides fresh perspectives on what it means for people, and nations, to move through the world.
A firsthand account and incisive analysis of modern protest, revealing internet-fueled social movements’ greatest strengths and
frequent challenges To understand a thwarted Turkish coup, an anti–Wall Street encampment, and a packed Tahrir Square, we
must first comprehend the power and the weaknesses of using new technologies to mobilize large numbers of people. An incisive
observer, writer, and participant in today’s social movements, Zeynep Tufekci explains in this accessible and compelling book the
nuanced trajectories of modern protests—how they form, how they operate differently from past protests, and why they have
difficulty persisting in their long-term quests for change. Tufekci speaks from direct experience, combining on-the-ground
interviews with insightful analysis. She describes how the internet helped the Zapatista uprisings in Mexico, the necessity of
remote Twitter users to organize medical supplies during Arab Spring, the refusal to use bullhorns in the Occupy Movement that
started in New York, and the empowering effect of tear gas in Istanbul’s Gezi Park. These details from life inside social
movements complete a moving investigation of authority, technology, and culture—and offer essential insights into the future of
governance.
Politics and the Twitter Revolution: How Tweets Influence the Relationship between Political Leaders and the Public, by John H. Parmelee
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and Shannon L. Bichard, is the first comprehensive examination of political Twitter use. Multiple methods and theories reveal why political
leaders are followed, the persuasive power of political tweets, Twitter's effects on political polarization, and the significance of Twitter as a
political innovation. Parmelee and Bichard's findings show Twitter has caused major changes in how people engage politically. Leaders'
tweets are quite influential on followers despite followers and leaders having different expectations of how to use Twitter.
Curating Revolution examines how Mao-era exhibitions shaped popular understandings of, and participation in, the political campaigns of
China's Communist revolution.
Tweets and the Streets analyses the culture of the new protest movements of the 21st century. From the Arab Spring to the "indignados"
protests in Spain and the Occupy movement, Paolo Gerbaudo examines the relationship between the rise of social media and the emergence
of new forms of protest. Gerbaudo argues that activists' use of Twitter and Facebook does not fit with the image of a "cyberspace" detached
from physical reality. Instead, social media is used as part of a project of re-appropriation of public space, which involves the assembling of
different groups around "occupied" places such as Cairo's Tahrir Square or New York's Zuccotti Park. An exciting and invigorating journey
through the new politics of dissent, Tweets and the Streets points both to the creative possibilities and to the risks of political evanescence
which new media brings to the contemporary protest experience.
This is a print on demand edition of a hard to find publication. Contents: (1) Recent Developments: Parliamentary Elections 2009; Lebanon
and Israel; Cluster-Bomb Coordinates; Arrests of Alleged Israeli Intelligence Agents; Hariri Tribunal; (2) U.S. Policy Toward Lebanon; (3)
Political Profile: Demography; Civil War, Occupation, and Taif Reform; Syrian and Israeli Incursions; Taif Agreement; Syrian Withdrawal and
Parliamentary Elections of 2005; U.N. Resolutions and the Tribunal; Sectarianism and Stability; Political Stalemate; Renewed Sectarian
Violence; Doha Agreement; Unity Gov¿t.; (4) Current Issues in U.S.-Lebanon Relations: Confronting Hezbollah; Hezbollah¿s Al Manar TV;
Lebanon-Syria Relations; The Shib¿a Farms; Extremist Groups in Lebanon; The Lebanese Armed Forces; (5) U.S. Assistance.
The Arab Spring may not have achieved regime change, but the uprising did foster meaningful reforms. Asef Bayat shows how waves of
protest transformed ordinary life in farms and factories, souks and schools. In Egypt and Tunisia, women, workers, poor people, and the
queer community can credit the Arab Spring with steps toward equality and freedom.
This edited collection offers readers a practical focus on how media technologies are involved in recruitment and mobilization processes of farright groups.
A handful of celebrated photographs show armed female Cuban insurgents alongside their companeros in Cuba's remote mountains during
the revolutionary struggle. However, the story of women's part in the struggle's success has only now received comprehensive consideration
in Michelle Chase's history of women and gender politics in revolutionary Cuba. Restoring to history women's participation in the all-important
urban insurrection, and resisting Fidel Castro's triumphant claim that women's emancipation was handed to them as a "revolution within the
revolution," Chase's work demonstrates that women's activism and leadership was critical at every stage of the revolutionary process. Tracing
changes in political attitudes alongside evolving gender ideologies in the years leading up to the revolution, Chase describes how
insurrectionists mobilized familiar gendered notions, such as masculine honor and maternal sacrifice, in ways that strengthened the coalition
against Fulgencio Batista. But, after 1959, the mobilization of women and the societal transformations that brought more women and young
people into the political process opened the revolutionary platform to increasingly urgent demands for women's rights. In many cases, Chase
shows, the revolutionary government was simply formalizing popular initiatives already in motion on the ground thanks to women with a more
radical vision of their rights.
Ten years after the landmark legislation, Ezekiel Emanuel leads a crowd of experts, policy-makers, doctors, and scholars as they evaluate
the Affordable Care Act's history so far. In March 2010, the Affordable Care Act officially became one of the seminal laws determining
American health care. From day one, the law was challenged in court, making it to the Supreme Court four separate times. It transformed the
way a three-trillion-dollar sector of the economy behaved and brought insurance to millions of people. It spawned the Tea Party, further
polarized American politics, and affected the electoral fortunes of both parties. Ten years after the bill's passage, a constellation of
experts--insiders and academics for and against the ACA--describe the momentousness of the legislation. Encompassing Democrats and
Republicans, along with legal, financial, and health policy experts, the essays here offer a fascinating and revealing insight into the political
fight of a generation, its consequences for health care, politics, law, the economy-and the future.
"Going beyond theory and guess-based forecasts, this book systematically explores and measures the implications of the growing use of the
Internet in the American political landscape. The authors show that the Internet changes the way voters process information and explain how
the use of the Internet is causing a marked shift not just in who votes but in who wins. Breaking away from conjecture, the book demonstrates
how the new digital world is changing the very heart of American politics."--Publisher description.

How marginalized groups use Twitter to advance counter-narratives, preempt political spin, and build diverse networks of dissent.
The power of hashtag activism became clear in 2011, when #IranElection served as an organizing tool for Iranians protesting a
disputed election and offered a global audience a front-row seat to a nascent revolution. Since then, activists have used a variety
of hashtags, including #JusticeForTrayvon, #BlackLivesMatter, #YesAllWomen, and #MeToo to advocate, mobilize, and
communicate. In this book, Sarah Jackson, Moya Bailey, and Brooke Foucault Welles explore how and why Twitter has become
an important platform for historically disenfranchised populations, including Black Americans, women, and transgender people.
They show how marginalized groups, long excluded from elite media spaces, have used Twitter hashtags to advance
counternarratives, preempt political spin, and build diverse networks of dissent. The authors describe how such hashtags as
#MeToo, #SurvivorPrivilege, and #WhyIStayed have challenged the conventional understanding of gendered violence; examine
the voices and narratives of Black feminism enabled by #FastTailedGirls, #YouOKSis, and #SayHerName; and explore the
creation and use of #GirlsLikeUs, a network of transgender women. They investigate the digital signatures of the “new civil rights
movement”—the online activism, storytelling, and strategy-building that set the stage for #BlackLivesMatter—and recount the spread
of racial justice hashtags after the killing of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, and other high-profile incidents of killings by
police. Finally, they consider hashtag created by allies, including #AllMenCan and #CrimingWhileWhite.
Why most modern revolutions have ended in bloodshed and failure—and what lessons they hold for today's world of growing
extremism Why have so many of the iconic revolutions of modern times ended in bloody tragedies? And what lessons can be
drawn from these failures today, in a world where political extremism is on the rise and rational reform based on moderation and
compromise often seems impossible to achieve? In You Say You Want a Revolution?, Daniel Chirot examines a wide range of
right- and left-wing revolutions around the world—from the late eighteenth century to today—to provide important new answers to
these critical questions. From the French Revolution of the eighteenth century to the Mexican, Russian, German, Chinese,
anticolonial, and Iranian revolutions of the twentieth, Chirot finds that moderate solutions to serious social, economic, and political
problems were overwhelmed by radical ideologies that promised simpler, drastic remedies. But not all revolutions had this
outcome. The American Revolution didn't, although its failure to resolve the problem of slavery eventually led to the Civil War, and
the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe was relatively peaceful, except in Yugoslavia. From Japan, North Korea, Vietnam,
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and Cambodia to Algeria, Angola, Haiti, and Romania, You Say You Want a Revolution? explains why violent radicalism,
corruption, and the betrayal of ideals won in so many crucial cases, why it didn't in some others—and what the long-term prospects
for major social change are if liberals can't deliver needed reforms. A powerful account of the unintended consequences of
revolutionary change, You Say You Want a Revolution? is filled with critically important lessons for today's liberal democracies
struggling with new forms of extremism.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Nudge and The World According to Star Wars, a revealing account of how today's
Internet threatens democracy—and what can be done about it As the Internet grows more sophisticated, it is creating new threats to
democracy. Social media companies such as Facebook can sort us ever more efficiently into groups of the like-minded, creating
echo chambers that amplify our views. It's no accident that on some occasions, people of different political views cannot even
understand one another. It's also no surprise that terrorist groups have been able to exploit social media to deadly effect. Welcome
to the age of #Republic. In this revealing book, New York Times bestselling author Cass Sunstein shows how today’s Internet is
driving political fragmentation, polarization, and even extremism--and what can be done about it. He proposes practical and legal
changes to make the Internet friendlier to democratic deliberation, showing that #Republic need not be an ironic term. Rather, it
can be a rallying cry for the kind of democracy that citizens of diverse societies need most.
Twitter already has become an important electoral communication tool between candidates, parties and their specific
constituencies. No serious candidate campaign ignores Twitter, while political party organizations utilize Twitter to communicate
with partisans, reinforce supporters, and mobilize voters. Whereas much scholarship to date has focused primarily on Twitter’s
political usage in the United States, there still remain many questions about the political uses and effects of Twitter in a global
context. Does Twitter effect how reporters interact with candidates or even with each other? Does Twitter increase voter
participation? Who is tweeting about elections? Why do people use Twitter in electoral contexts? Which type of candidate is more
likely to use Twitter and why? Do parties differ in their use of Twitter, and why? Does Twitter increase candidate-voter interaction?
Is Twitter shaping elections in various system contexts, and if so how? What is the influence of system context on Twitter use by
parties, candidates, reporters, and voters? Eloquently combining theory and practice, established and rising scholars in the field of
political communication have been brought together to provide an essential overview of the influence of Twitter on elections in a
comparative perspective. Readers of this book will not only learn everything there is to know about this specific influence of
Twitter, but more broadly how to approach the study of various online tools in general.
Using theory and data, Gainous and Wagner illustrate how online social media is bypassing traditional media and creating new
forums for the exchange of political information and campaigning.
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